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Advances in the Design and Application of the Radio
frequency Permeameter 

Alvin 1. Rasmussen, Albert W . Enfield, and Alfred Hess 

Improvements are d escribed for increasing t he frequency coverage, accuracy, a nd 
ease of application of the radiofrequency permeameter developed at the National Bureau 
of Standards to measure initial complex permeability of to roidally shaped ferromagnetic 
materials of low conductivity. A brief review of the development of t he permeameter is 
a lso presented. These impro\"ements include (1) calibrat ion of a permeameter, using a 
transfer permeabili ty standard , (2) design of permeamflter primaries for t.he frequency 
range of 0.05 to 50 megacycles, (3) modifications of the short of the permeameter secondary, 
(4) analysis and modi fi cations of loss equations, (5) graphical methods of obtaining di~
sipatioll factor and permeability from me3-surement data, and (6) capacity calibration 
of a Q rncter . 

1. Definition of Symbols 
11; = In itial real permeabili ty. 

Il~' = Initial magnetic-loss factor. 
L a= Geometric inductance of test core. 
.u, = Tnitial permeability of pr imary core. 

Lu' = Geometric inductance of prirnary core. 
11, = Initial permeability of auxiliary core. 

L a,= Geometric inductance of auxiliary core. 
L;= Geometric induc tance of the empty coaxial 

enclosure of the permeameter. 
Ro, L o, Xo, Zo = Input resistance, indu ctance, reactance, and 

impedance, respectively, with permeameter 
sccondary shortcd . 

R" L" X " Z, = Input resistance, ind uctance, reactance, and 
impedance, respectively, ,,·ith perrneameter 
secondary open. 

R" L" X" Z,= Input resistance, inductance, reactance, a nd 
impedance, respectively, with permeameter 
secondary shorted and a sample enclosed . 

Co = Ca.pacity required to resonate L o. 
C, = Capacity required to resonate L,. 
C,= Capacity required to resonate L,. 

Qo, Q" Q, = Q's corresponding with Co, C" and C" re
spectively. 

CO" Cu" C" = Co-C,, Co-C" and Cr-C" respectively. 
w, f = Angular frequency and frequency, respec

tively. 
N = EfTective turns ratio of primary to secondary. 

X 2, Q2= Reactance and 0 of secondary without test 
core, respectively. 

Ru , X ", Zu = Additional secondary resistance, reactance, 
and impedance due to sample, respectively. 

111 =]\1[ utual inductance between primary and 
seco ndary. 

Tan Om = M agnetic-ctissipation factor. 
R"" X w= 'Wire resistance and wire reactance of the 

winding on the permeameter prim:>ry, 
respectively. 

R,, = Efl'ective series resistance of the primary corc. 
X"' Z,, = EfIective series reactance and impedance, 

respectivel.v, of t he primary core. 
Ztf, Z,o = Z\-Z" Zl - ZO, re pectively. 

X, /, XIO = X, - X " X, - Xo, respectively. 
I,,/, L IO , L ,o= L\ - L r, L ,-Lo, L,-L o, respectively. 

Rtf, R IO= R, - R" R, - Ro, respectively. 

2 . Introduction 

Advances in the design and application of the 
radiofrequency p ermeameter are presented. 

The permeam eter was developed for use in measur
ing initial permeability (!l~) and dissipation factor 
(tan om) of toroidally shaped ferromagnetic materials 
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at radiofreq uencies. It is an impedance transformer, 
th e prim ary of which is wound on a powdered-iron 
toroid. The secondary is a shorting enclosure t,ha t 
envelops both the primary and th e toroidal test
sample core, as shown in figure 1. Connections to 
the primary arc brought out to Lerminals at the 
bottom of the enclosure. A number of differen t in ter
changeable primaries arc provided, mounted in 
plastic cases. One of the shorting ends of the enclosure 
or section of coaxial line is removable to permi t 
insertion of a toroidal test-sample core. The laLLer 
is usually half a centimeter or more above the 
primary. Thus, a nearly uniform sheet of curren t 
surrounds the test sample. 

To make measuremenLs, the primary of tbe perme
ameter is placed in one arm of an rf impedan ce 
bridge or across th e terminals of a q meter . Input 
impedances of the primary arc then measured with: 
(1) permeameter secondary open, (2) permeameter 
secondary shor-Led withou t sample, and (3) p erm eam
eter secondary short.ed with a sample enclosed. 
From these daLa!l~ and tan Om arc derived. 

In order to increase the accuracy, precision , ease 
of application, and frequency coverage of this instru
ment, the following actions were undertaken, and 
arc discussed in detail. 

1. Calibra tion of a permeameter, using a transfer 
permeability standard, was introduced. 

2. Primaries of the permeameter were designed 
for th e frequency range 0.05 to 50 M c. 

3. The quality of the short at the end of th e 
coaxial section was improved. 

4. The loss equations were analyzed and proper 
modifications introduced. 

5. Graphical methods of obtaining dissipation 
factor and permeability from measurement data 
were developed. 

6. Q-meter capacitor increments were accurately 
calibrated in t erms of an external precision capacitor. 

The accuracies obtained with the original rf 
permeameter were not determined exactly [1] .1 'iVith 
the above improvements, the accuracy of permeabil
ity obtained from reference to a primary tandard 

, Figures in brackets indicate the literature references at the end of this paper. 
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FIGURE 1. Schematic drawing of type C mdiofrequency 
permeameter. 

was ± 2 percent, and the estimated accuracy of the 
dissipation factor was ± 10 percent ± 0.003. These 
accuracies applied to the range 0.100 to 35 Mc. 
Low-loss and low-permeability powdered-iron ma
terials, ordinarily difficult to evaluate, have been 
successfully measured in the improved permeameter. 

3. Discussion 

3.1. Calibration of a Permeameter, Using a Transfer 
Permeability Standard 

The equation for initial permeability [1], using tho 
parallel resonance method, is 

, K COl 
j.l - l -- - · 

o - La CI I 
(1) 

Permeameter calibration may be defined as an accu
rate determination of K at a given frequency. This 
K was formerly determined to an accuracy of 1 per
cent by means of National Bureau of Standards at
tenuation and voltage standards and measurement 
procedures based upon the relationship 

(2) 

The effective turns ratio, N , of the primary to the 
secondary was determined from voltage ratios meas
ured with the piston attenuator [2] or tho micro
potentiometer [3] . Furthermore, K could be de
termined with reduced accuracy from vacuum-tube 
voltmeter measmements of the ratio N, or from the 
geometric inductance of the empty space in the per
meameter secondary. Above 15 l\11c the latter 
method appeared to be unreliable. 

With the newly adopted calibration method, stand
ard permeability cores were used as transfer induct
ance standards. The real initial permeability, 
j.l~, of a specially ground carbonyl E coaxial sample 
was determined to an accmacy much better than 1 
percent with the primary standard of rf permeability 

[4] at the National Bureau of Standards. If the 
value of ( J..I~-I)La is such that for the given permeam
eter COI/CIl approaches unity, then it can be shown 
that the most accurate determination of K may be 
made. This condition was met. Also, for best 
accuracy, high-accuracy bridges were employed. 
Once a standard sample is available, numerous other 
secondary standard samples may be obtained from 
it by means of a permeameter and an accurately 
capacity-calibrated Q meter. Permeability values 
determined by means of secondary standard samples 
at the National Bureau of Standards were within 1 
percent of the values obtained from the primary 
standard of rf permeability. Standard toroidal 
samples made from powdered-iron materials are best 
in this application because they usually are quite 
stable with time, and many have nearly a flatfre
quency response of real permeability. The method is 
relatively simple, more accmate, and more reliable. 

3 .2. Design of Permeameter Primaries for the 
Frequency Range 0 .05 to 50 Mc 

Re-entrant cavity techniques are used at the 
National Bureau of Standards down to 50 Mc to 
measure initial permeability and dissipation factor. 
The first permeameters were usable at 1 to 5 Me with 
either Qmeters or rf bridges, whereas at 0.05 to 1 11c, 
bridges were employed because the inductanees of 
the primaries were too low for application with Q 
meters. Therefore, high-inductance, high-Q coils 
were designed to remove this limitation. Additional 
primaries were designed for the frequency range 
0.05 to 50 Mc. The following procedme was applied 
in this design work: 

It can be shown [1] that, to a close approximation 

(3) 

and 

(4) 

Therefore, 
L~-Lal C1 

J..IILal C Ol' 
(5) 

Appropriate values of C1 and COl were chosen to 
fall within the range of th e instrument applied in the 
measmement technique. L~ was selected after con
sidering the sizes and permeabilities of the materials 
to be measmed in the pormeameter ; J..Il and L al of 
the primary were determined from eq 5 i and L al was 
determined from the size of the permeameter. A 
material with the corresponding J..Il , good stability, 
and relatively high Q for the frequency was selected. 
A reasonable number of turns (approximately N, as 
determined from eq (4» was chosen . As the required 
conditions could not always be met, parameters 
frequently were adjusted by successive approxima
tions. The secondary inductance was sometime 
increased by adding a relatively high permeability 
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loadi~g toroid permanently to the secondary. 
OccaslOnally, fewer turn than ordinarily used at a 
freq1?-ency were chosen, and a loading toroid was 
pO~~lbly add.ed when measuring very-high-perme
abilIty mate1'1a1s. A low-los external capacitor was 
sometimes required in this case. The size of the 
wire on. the. primary was detennined by the frequency 
of apphcatlOn, by the space available on the primary 
core, by t he number of turns required and by the 
best Q's obtainable. ' 

Parameter rcstrictions are summarized as follows: 
When a pel'meameter-Q-meter combination was 
employed, Co was usually kept below 400 J.lJ.i.f at all 
frequencie to help obtain optimum Q value. For 
better accmacy, the capacitance differen ce, COl, was 
made . to be 50 J.i.J.i.f or more. Q values were hio-h 
enough to ~iye proper precision. Based on expe~i
ence, the 11llmmUm values for QI and Qo were selected 
as 100 and 25, r espectively; and }l,T decreased with 
fI:eque!1cy. Typical values of L~ , L a!, J.i.l , and N are 
given m tables 1 and 2 of the appendix. 

It can be hown that approximately 

(6) 

A:s X 2 and Q2 are relatively small at the low frequen
Cies, Qo also bocomes very small at these frequencies. 
. The deslgn of the OJOO-NIc primary (fig. 2) is 

cited as an example. SIX hundred turns of machine
wound, extra-heavy-enameled No. 34 wire, banked 
every 2 or 3 t urns to reduce the distribu ted capaci
tance and to h .ave the wil~ding extend only 360° 
aro und the. toroId, ~'esulted m the most satisfactory 
Q and a )llgh self-mductance. The toroid 2 had a 
J.lI approximately equal to 49. B ecause, for this 
case! Co was too large and Qo too small , an auxiliary 
tO~'oldal core :vas mounted permanen tly next to the 
pnmary. Tins core increased X 2 and re ulted in 
new and usable valu es of Co and Qo. 

Therefore, hom eq (3) 

K=L~-Lal+( J.l2- 1)La2' (7) 

.l\nother example (fig. 2) is tbe 35-Mc primary, 
'~~lCh l~ad fivo tmns of a t hin pair of copper strips, 
}s In. Wide, wound 360.° a!'ound a toroidal cor e;3 J.i.l 
was about 4.. A tlllll ll1sulator was applied be
tween turns. To reduce leakage, t hin strip were 
used. Paramet ers Nand J.ll had to be small because 
of the r elatively high frequency involved. 
. ~ ra.ther. comp~'ehensive Ii t of primary character
IStICS IS gIven III the appendix, table 2. Eaeh 
pri~nary eovers a limited frequency range about its 
calIbrated frequency, 0 that measurements are 
possible practically anywhere over the en tire fre-

2 Stackpole Carbon Co., St. J\{arys, Pa., material type S6O. 
3 PolydorofI and As Dciates, Wasbington, D . C., material carbonyl Super J . 

FIGURE 2. Radiofrequency primaries, 0.100 Mc encased, and 
35 1\11 c disassembled. 

queney raJ?-ge of the permeameter . The primaries 
were espeCIally d.esigned for use witli the Boonton Q 
meter 260:A, whl~h has a ~ow-Q scalo. The low-Q 
scale, obvlOusly, IS convelllen t for mcasurino- hio-h
loss materials. When rf impedance bl'ido-cs m':'e us~d 
the frequency range of a primary may be increased 
~any fold becau e a bridgc ma.y have a larger 
Impedance range than a Q metol'. 

3 .3 . Improvements of the Short at the End of the 
Coaxial Secondary 

This section includes a brief descripLion of all the 
shor ts tesLed, before discussing the one finally 
adopted. 

B el''!)llium plate and jin.oers. The .first hort, a. 
bcryllIum-copper plate wIth a hole ll1 the center 
had thick fingers to fiL snugly aro und thc ecnte;' 
conductor and tho inside wall of t he outer conductor 
of the coaxial. A nu.t prcs cd this plate against the 
fla.t surface of Lho condu ctor. The rf rcsistan ce of 
tIns shor t was much higher in mao-nitude Lhan the . d b I'e lstance ue to most magne t ic materials to be 
~ested, and was nOl1l'cproduciblc, es pecially for use 
In the m.c~~urement .of. ma~el'ials with relatively low 
permeabihtlcs and dlssipatlOn factors. 

. Thin be l'ylliu~n finger. (0.010 in. t hick) had similar 
dlsadvantages m addltlOn to permanent bendinO' 
with use. Commercially made folded fingers wer~ 
no better. 

Non!ocking tapers. Two nonlocking 9° tap erR 
met wlth some success. Two concentric plates (ref. 
[1], fig. 1) were u ed to n:inimize wear. The largor 
plate was made of beryllIUm copper, and Lhe other 
pla te and the rest of the permeameter were made of 
brass. Furthermore, surface friction between similar 
metals was reduced. Th e smooth contact surfaces 
wer~ lapped circumferen tially 0 that surfaces would 
fit mto each other and make improved electrical 
contact. 

Disadvantages of this shorting method, appearing 
after the measurement of a few hundred toroid 
were contact surface 'year and poor reproducibility: 
M etal from the rubbmg contacts would burr and 
scar the surfaces. However, relapping and cleanin o
contact surfaces with acetone did slow down thi~ 
wearing process. 

Continuous-surface short. The ideal condition for 
a reprodu cible secondary short is for the two face 
of the tapers always to meet to form a continuous 
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surface from the cen ter conductor to:the outer con
ductor walls inside the permeameter at the same 
plane. Unusual wear and the stretching of threads 
cannot be tolerated because they resul t in electrical 
con tact occurring at numerous places alon g the 
threads of the center conductor. 

A superior shor ting plate was therefore designed . 
The design principles are applicable to numerous 
impedance-measuring devices. Figure 1 and figures 
3, 4, and 5 show the permeameter assembly details. 
The stainless-steel clamp exer ts downward pressure 
upon the brass cap , the rubber, and the t hin shorting 
plate, which is made of phosphorus-bronze. The 
shorting plate is pressed against ledges of the outer 
conductor and the center conductor. The short is a 
continuous surface, and the resistance r emains as 
constant as the pressure. 

vVhen used wi th a coaxial line, at 1 M c, the short 
was reproducible to three ten-thousandths of an 
ohm, and no variations of inductance were observed 
with a bridge capable of measuring differences as 
small as 1 mMh. Con tac t surfaces were leep t clean 
with acetone and polished occasionally with crocus 
cloth to main tain such a high degree of reproduci
bility. 

STEEL CLAMP 

SHORTING PLATE • 

OUTER CON DUCTOR 

CENTER CONDUCTOR 

BRASS CAP 

RUBBER 

ENCASED PRIMARY 

BASE 

After several thousand measurements, changes of 
the input impedance of the emp ty shorted pm'me
ameter resulted from the wearing of the surfaces of 
the cen ter conductor above the clamp. Also, the 
thin plate showed a very slight impression around 
the center conductor. These brass surfaces of the 
center conductor were then replaced with stainless 
steel. The rubber 4 in the cap , brass-resistant natu
ral rubber of near Shore hardness 45, was made 
suitable for frequent use over a period of at least 2 
years. 

FIGURE ;'l . Type C radioJrequency permeameter disassembled. 

The rubber and the pla te are replaceable, and the 
permeameter may be easily calibrated with a stand
ard core. The shorting plate pressure must be suffi
cient to assure good reproducibili ty. The construc
tion of the center conductor above the shorting plate 
may be improved by using a stainless-steel section 
attached to the rest of the center conductor. 

Below 0.300 M c slight variations of pressure ap
peared to cause more noticeable changes in the inpu t 
impedance. However , the reproducibility over a 
long time was still mu ch better than any other 
shorting arrangement developed thus far at the 
National Bureau of S tandards. Abovc several 
hundred kilocycles, the reproducibility of Q's above 
40 may be as good as ± 1 percent, and of O's, ± 0.15 
MMf. In this design, the narrowed electric-contact 
surfaces reduced the amount of surface irregulari ty 
and assisted in main taining the good reproducibility . 

3.4. Analysis and Modifications of Loss Equations 

In a former analysis of the permeameter [1] the 
transformer was implicitly represented by an equiva
lent network, which included primary core losses 
with the wire losses, as shown in figure 6,a. They 
are separated in the network shown in figure 6,b , 

• Made by F . L . Roth, of Organic and Fibrous Materials Division of the Na· 
tional Bureau of Standards. 
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FIGURE 4. T ype C radiofreq1wncy permeameter assembled. 

- .. --------
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in the same manner as used by Kelsall in his original 
paper [5] . An analysis of the latter network is 

Z I= jXw+ R w+Z p (8) 

Z o=jXw+ R w+N2 (Zp~~2Z) (9) 

Subtracting eq (9) from eq (8) and substituting 
(Z2+Z u) for Z2 and Z! for Z o, we have 

(10) 

Then, eliminating Z2, we obtain 

(11) 

Experimentally, it is known that Z lf and Z IO are 
very nearly equal to X II and X lO , respectively. 

Thus, simplifying eq (11 ) gives the equations 

and also 

N 2X u=2RpXpA + X ;B , 

where A and B are defined as 

B = _I _ _ _ I_ . 
X l! X IO 

N ow, dissipation factor is defined as 

Therefore, 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

where the prime is used to designate a closer approxi
mation than given in reference [1 ]. 

The expression A lB may be written as 

A _ L loLlf (Rlf _ RIo). 
B - wL!o Lr, L io 

(18) 

This expression is exactly the negative of the ex
pression for tan Om [1], which is 

(19) 

Furthermore, RplX p is of the order of magnitude 
of the dissipation factor of the primary core. For 
low-loss material, tan om«l, therefore, 

(20) 

Consequently, the dissipation factor (tan o~) may 
be expressed in terms of tan Om and of the dissipation 
factor of the primary core as follows: 

(21) 

When materials with a dissipation factor of the 
same order of magnitude as the primary core are 
measured, eq (21 ) should obviously be used. 

3 .5 . Graphical Methods of Obtaining Dissipation 
Factor and Permeability from Measurement Data 

When the permeameter is used with a Q meter, it 
can be shown that 5 

Computing tan Om from this equation is obviously a 
lengthy process. It would be more convenient to 
obtain values of tan Om from graphs. The graphs 
could be used over a long period because, as stated 
before, the application of the improved permeameter 
results in measurements with a high degree of 
reproducibility. 

One may, by using permeameter data obtained in 
conjunction with a Q meter at some given frequency, 
plot C!IQ! versus O! by using a family of tan Om curves 
[6]. Tan Om values (fig. 7) are easily derived through 

• Equation (22) is a Simplification of dissipation factor eq (26) in ref. [1]. 

4 -

2 -

_0 .\00 

-.; 0\'\'0((\:.-----

FIGURE 7_ Cr/Q, versus C" using a f amily of tan 0", curves f or 
permeameter and Q mete!· at one frequency. 
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interpolation between tan 0", curve after locating 
coordina tes on a graph. Several graphs at other 
frequencies may be constructed to cover effectively 
the desired frequency range. 

If a large number of cores, having approximately 
the same value of La, are to be measured at onc 
frequency on a calibrated Q meter, considerable time 
may be savcd by again using a graph (fig. 8) . Of 
versus J.t~ is plotted on semilogarithmic paper, with Of 
as the linear coordinate. The end points on the 
graph are determined from the values of 01 and 00 , 

and Of i plotted in 10-J.tJ.tf steps over the center part 
of the range and in 5-fJ.J.tf steps neal' the ends. The 
point of inflection of the curve occurs when the ratio 
Oar/Of! equal tmity. The shape of the curve will 
vary according to La value used. 

3 .6 . Capa city Calibration of a Q Meter 

The capacitance of a Q meter, whilc corresponding 
to the dial reading to good accuracy, is not a smoo th 
flUlction of the dial reading; hence capaci tance 
differences as read can be in error by a large amount 
and may even be opposite in the direction of change. 

To reduce this error, the Q-meter capaci tor was 
calibrated against a more precise capacitor by using a 
direct ubstitution method. T o facili tate this cali-
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bration and subsequen t mea ul'emenLs, an enlarging 
lens with a vertical hairline was mOlmted in front of 
the dial to eliminate parallax and enable more precise 
reading. • 

It was found that sufficient l1ccuracy could be 
obtained by using a 2.5-mh coil at 130 kc and a 
100- to nOO-fJ.J.tf precision rf capacitor connected 
with short leads. This combination gave high Q for 
precise reading, and the frequency was low enough 
that corrections were not necessary for lead induct
l1nce. 

The radiofrequency permeameter described in 
this paper has been modified for measuring complex 
permeability as a function of temperature and direct
current bias. Other modifications have been con
sidered. 
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5 . Appendix. Permeameter Dimensions 
and Description of Primaries 
T ABLE 1. Dimensions of five permeamelers 

Typc of pcrmc!1meter 

A (tapercd shunt) B (tapered shunt) 

a' b a b 

Hcight (11) . iIL _. ____ 1. 032 [,188 1.188 1.288 
Insidc diamcter (2"l). LIl __________________ 0. 188 0. 188 0. 250 0.250 
Outs ide diametcr 

(2B ), iIL __________ 
Geometr ic ind uct· 

1.000 1.000 1.600 1. GOO 

ance of the em pty 
secondary (L~) b. h _ 8. iGX ID-' 10. I X lD-' 11. 2X ID-' 12. 1X ID-' 

• Designed especially for measurin g powdered·iron materials. 
b L l=2H(lnB/A )X ID-' h, where II is in metcrs. 

C· 
(Pressure 

shunt) 

1.000 

0.250 

I. 001 

7. 05XID-' 



TABLE 2. Examples of wound primaries in vaTious permeameters 

Approxi· Permeametcr 
Oalibra· mate with char-

t ion [re- Core lnaterial &. 
value of Numbcr of turns b PCI'ITIcamei er Rema rks actel'istics 
pet'me- and kind of wire a pplied c given in 

qucney, f ability, col umns 
1'1 at right 

Me 
0. 100 Stackpole S60, with 49 600; :\0. 34 Formcx. __ . All fi" e ___ . __ Machine wound, with frequent C 

auxiliary S60 core .d banking of turns. 
. 300 Stackpole 860, with 49 250 ; )Jo. 34 Formcx ___ C __ _________ lVlachine wound, with about C 

auxiliar y 860 corc.d O.l-in. spacing between cycry 
!'roup of 40 or 50 tUI'll S around 
the core. 

. 675 Oarbonyl E . __ ______ 8. 9 180: lO-sLmnd Lit z C\'o. Aa and Ab __ - -. -- ------ - - ,- -- - - -- - - - -- --- -- -- . l ft 

3S. 
_____ do _________ _____ __ S. 9 164; No. 34 Formex . __ _ All fi v e ___ ___ --- ---- --------- -- --- - C 
_ _ __ _ do __ _________ ___ __ 8, 9 140; lO-strand Litz No. __ ___ do . __ ____ Occasional ba.nking o[ turn s _____ C 

41. 
1. 5 __ ___ do ____ __ ___ _______ 8. 9 100; lO-stmnd Litz N o. ____ _ do ___ __ _ . ----------- - - -- ---- - - -- C 

41. 
2.5 Oarbonyl SF _._ - -- -- 7.8 62; No. 24 Formcx _____ __ ___ do . _____ .. Ia 
3 Oarbonyl E 8.9 50 ; No. 24 FormeL ___ ___ __ do ____ C 
3 Oarbonyl SF~~: : : :::: 7.8 50 ; No. 24 Formex ____ _____ do __ ___ __ .- 1 C 
5 __ ___ do ____________ ____ 7.8 36; N o. 24 FOl'mex ___ _ _____ do _______ -- - - -- ._[ C 

10 __ __ _ do_. __ __ _ ._ . ______ 7. 8 15; N o. 29 FormeL __ _ _____ do ____ __ _ ------------- i C 
15 __ . __ do ________________ 7.8 15; No. 20 F ormex ___ _ ___ ._do __ - - - - - i) fm-cllsro-,:;saffect~-alu-e-s-at ~' i~ht -i 

C 
30 P ol ydoroff Super J ___ 4.8 5; thin pa irs of copper C ___ ___ C 

strips, Hi in. wide. more th ml at lower frequcll-
cies. 

35 __ .• _do_. _______ _______ 4.8 5; thin pa irs o[ copper C ____ . _ - --- _____ d o __ ._ - - - ------- -_. -_. C 
strips, ~s ill. wide. 

' The s ize of all pr imary cores \\'as approximately: 2A = O.505 in., 2B= 0.795 in., and fI= 0.325 ill ., where L .I=0.75X LO-' h . 
b N nmbcr of tnms is a pproximately equal to the turns ratio N . 
o See table 1 for specifications. 
d At 0.100 Me the s izes of lhe a uxiliary corr "'ere a pproximately: 

P ermeameters A and C ____ __ . _____ ___ ____________________ . ________ ._._ 211=0.255 in., 28= 0.345 ill. , and fl = 0.430 in. 
Permeameter B _______ _________ _____ _______ ______ __ ________ ___________ 2,1 = 1.000 in., 2B= 1.570 in ., and 11= 0.250 in. 

At 0.300 M e with permeameter C, the s ize of the auxiliary core ",as approxi matel y: 
2A =0.255 in ., 2B= 0.345 in. , and H =0.220 in . 

BOULDER, Aug ust 19, 1955 . 
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Approximate values 
o[ capacitance and 
0 

CI 01 Co 00 
- - ----

1'1'/ 1'1'/ 
169 109 377 41 

118 143 329 44 

209 146 431 30 

140 167 289 36 
IS9 242 388 40 

177 200 364 41 

157 194 286 53 
164 195 351 53 ~ 186 232 359 76 
99 183 202 70 

157 167 317 80 
67 139 130 

OOJ 
179 123 252 93 

130 126 184 99 

j 

J 
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